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Stock car marathon purse goes to Loffen
Philosophy professor wins $100,000!
By Jocie (SFS) Andretti
strut front suspension, honey!)
There was no doubt in anyone’s mind
that the resounding success of the Earth
Musicfest was due to the new marathon
roads and tracks stock car race that be
gan at midnight Friday and ended with a
victory for philosophy and bird-watching
professor Robin K. Loffen 24 hours later.
The pit area was a splendid display of
Lotus’, Porsches, Mazdas, Ligier JS11Fords, BMWs, a pair of U.S. built RX-7s,
and one 1977 canary-yellow Honda with a
Mazda engine and Ford rear axle assem
bly.
It was Lof fen’s Honda that charged out
front to lead the first 1,672 laps and won
the hearts of thousands who came to
watch as competitors sped through the
underbrush, over creeks and fallen trees
and tore across the boardwalks in a heat
ed match.
Loffen was besieged in the winner’s
circle by racing experts from across the
nation who wanted to know the secret of
his success.
“It’s the size and the shape of the bill!"
ne snorted, whipping out his binnoculars
to focus on a yellow-rumped warbler fly
ing overhead.
One of the biggest gambles taken by
the University Program Committee
since the creation of the big Florida Uni
versity of the North (FUN) outdoor na
ture bust, the Earthfest 3000, so named
for the 3000 laps around the 14.14 mile
track along the perimeter of the FUN na

(that’s
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The pack swarms around the turn just past the University Green in the new Earthfest 3000 stock car race. A
$100,000 purse drew drivers from all over UNF.
ture preserve, had a purse of $100,000 that
attracted a line up of stock car drivers
from all across FUN.
In the lineup were Advisor Beth (Ironchest) Clemmons; FUN Pres. Curtis L.
(Crash) McCree; Thomas (Iwasmisquoted) Mongrel; SGA Veep David (I
quit) Redtoe; photographers Bob
Cocoanut and Davey (Pothole) Porter;
TV storageman Jacknjill Funhouser; and

FUN’s own Maritime Times editor,
Boreen Daily.
Library Chief Andy Farkas failed to
show at starting time even though he had
qualified. Without Farkas in the fracas,
The Spine-acher felt justified in conduct
ing an investigation and learned from
Lower Division Director Dame Clif
fnotes, who asked not to be identified,
that Farkas was being held hostage in

the Library by the computer. The press
received a print-out the next day which
stated that Farkas would be released in
the year 2001, provided all Orwellian li
brary materials were burned and solar
panels were installed in the ceiling of the
computer suite. The note was signed Hal.
The race made a splash with the pubSee Earthfest 3000, Page 3

Barnett and SGA to bring pro football team to campus
By Bella Donnamy
Spine-Acher News Editor

Plans have been unveiled at Florida
University of the North for next year’s
budget and, according to incoming Stu
dent Government Association President
Jethro Barnett, highlights include bring
ing a pro football team to the campus.
Barnett, a champion oil wrestler, told
the Spine-Acher that as president he
plans to “spend as much money as I can
in a year.” He estimated that the football
team — the “Yellow-Rumped Warblers”
— will cost $450,000, one-third of the total
budget of SGA.

“This is the first time in FUN’s history
that we students have done what we
want to with the loot,” Barnett said. “We
are sick and tired of hearing about aca
demic excellence. What we need is to
have a rip-roaring good time, ta’ heck
with learnin.”
When asked where the football team
will be housed, Barnett looked puzzled
and said he had not thought about that.
However, he did say that he has appoint
ed the “Yellow-Rumped Warbler Com
mittee” that will handle details concern
ing the team.
“Being only nineteen, I can’t think of

everything,” he said.“But I did want to
make sure that outgoing SGA President
B.J. Hammertheirwits-Blue is included.
Since the ole’ girl has had so many prob
lems with personality conflicts I thought
she’d probably be good with the cleanups
after the games.”
Barnett said that the Warblers, who
presently reside in a remote jungle area
off the Carribbean coast, will be flown to
Jacksonville this month to start adjusting
to the campus. The team is international
ly known for not only their athletic skills
but have also won many awards for their
astonishing birdcalls.

Student orator recipient of award:
Verbose verbage of very little value
By C. Μ. Squirm

Spine-acher Tattletale

Washington has released the name of
the winner of this year’s Jessie Holmes
Oratorical Filibuster Award, Florida Uni
versity of the North’s own forensics'
champion, Luigi D. Edsel. This award is
given annually to one student in the Unit
ed States who demonstrates the ability to
dominate meetings, assemblies, class dis
cussions and oyster roasts with oratori
cal buffoonery while actually saying
nothing.
Upon hearing of his win, Edsel re
marked, “I always knew that someday I
.would win an award for saying nothing
about everything. There is so much
around FUN to say nothing about that I
think winning this award was the easiest
thing I ever won in my whole life without

actually trying to say everything about
nothing.”
To qualify for the award Edsel had to
submit audio tapes of meetings, assem
blies, etc. that he had dominated during
the past year in which he said nothing.
He submitted the twenty-five hours of
tapes that were recorded in March at the
SGA and university budget committee
meetings.
SGA President B.J. HammertheirwitsBlue said, “Luigi made an excellent
choice. He certainly said nothing at those
meetings.”
David (I Quit) Redtoe, SGA vice presi
dent said, “Why if Edsel had said some
thing in those meetings instead of noth
ing they would have been over in five
hours, not twenty-five. But then, I guess

if that had happened he might not have
won the award.”
In Washington, Jessie Holmes, for
whom the award is named, said, “I have
known Edsel for a number of years and
I can honestly say I have never known
him to say anything in all that time. His
reputation is well known here in Wash
ington — you might call this town the
wateringhole for people who talk a lot
and say nothing.”

“I am glad he won the award because
he and I share the same basic beliefs,”
said Holmes. “We both believe in mother
hood, apple pie and the American way,
and when faced with serious decisions,
neither of us is afraid to say, ‘we’ve had
enough of the beef, now where’s the balo
ney:"

The Spine-Acher also talked with Wayland Wolfandbarfer, incoming SGA vicepresident. He expressed a little concern
over bringing the team to FUN.
“How are we going to find enough
cheerleaders?” he asked. “We don’t have
any 10’s on campus, so I guess we’ll have
to use some of faculty’s broads: Maybe
Dame Cliffnotes and Beth (Ironchest)
Clemmons, and some of those 36-24-36
secretaries.”
Besides the plans to bring the team to
FUN, Barnett said that he will allow onethird of the money to be given to aca
demic programs “so we’ll look good
See SGA Budget, Page 5
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This is 'Be Kind to Fine Art' week
Have you hugged
your Fine Arts professor today?

Fast

Foods
By Reba Buxom — Fillum
Special to the Spine-acher

As far as money is concerned, it would
seem that we never get ahead. We con
stantly try to cut costs within our household budgets, we do without the things
that we want in order to have the things
that we need, we sit in the dark so that at
the end of the month the JEA won’t own
us body and soul, we don’t call our loved
ones because Ma Bell wants an arm and
a leg for the call and we refuse to buy the
wonderful-looking steaks and roasts be
cause the cost of a seven-pound roast can
put new shoes on the kid’s feet. We cut
back and we do without, yet we never
seem to get ahead of the game. Well dear
readers, I believe that I may have struck
upon a solution that will help all of us to
cut our food costs. This solution is, sim
ply, to make out on others'failures.
As we drive around town everyday, we
see numerous culinary delights lying on
the sides of the roads — opossum, rac
coon, turtle, various fowl, etc. These
tasty pieces are just lying there waiting
for some hungry soul to pick them up. If
no one picks them up and puts them to
good use, these perfectly good pieces of
meat will just be squashed, flattened and
pulverized by cars and trucks, then the
carcasses become a meal for the scaven
gers in the animal kingdom. What a hor
rible waste! The time is now for all of us
to make use of what is readily available.
Therefore, in this issue, I will give ad
vice on choosing the best bargains from
the side of the road.
.First and foremost, it must be remem
bered that all of the various carcasses
and meats that are found on the side of
the road can be cooked and prepared just

like any other meal. For example, in
stead of using chicken or expensive stew
meat in your favorite soup recipe, use op
possum or, if you can find it, skunk meat.
What a delicious change of pace from the
usual chicken or beef!
So, keep in mind that whatever you
can do with beef or chicken, you can do
with expressway specials.
Finally, there are some general rules
to keep in mind when choosing animal
carcasses from the side of the road.

Deposed SGA president
holds siege in Bldg. 14

1. Always try to find the very freshest
carcass on the highway. Please don’t go
out of your way to hit it, but if you do
happen to accidently run over one of
these small, defenseless creatures, go
ahead and pick him up and take him
home for supper. Also, when choosing
roadside meats, remember that the long
er the carcass has set out in the open, the
tougher the meat.
2. Do not pick up a squashed carcass un
less you plan to make soup. If you plan to
make a regular meal, try to find a car
cass in fairly good shape without broken
bones ( or at the very least, without pul
verized bones).
3. If the weather is cold, you can pick up
an animal that has been dead for three —
seven days without any spoilage.
4. If the weather is hot and you happen to
see a perfectly yummy carcass on the
side of the road, why not gather up the
kids and the husband and have a roadside
picnic. The scorching pavement has al
ready cooked the carcass for you, so just
pull out a box of crackers and some chips
and a loaf of bread and enjoy a tasty
lunch.

5. Finally, it is wise to avoid meat that is
1) still moving, and 2) infested with nasty
tiny creatures — these disgusting little
bugs can really tear up a person’s stom
ach and leave one quite ill for many days.

Well, I hope you have happy hunting on
Jacksonville’s roads and highways!
HAPPY EATING!

By Bob Forest
Special to the Spine-acher

It took the combined efforts of three
burly Florida University of the North se
curity police to do it, but deposed SGA
President B.J. Hammertheirwits-Blue
was finally removed from her office ear
ly this morning ending a two day siege at
Building 14.
The incident began Tuesday morning
when Hammertheirwits-Blue refused to
vacate her office for the new student
government president, Jethro Barnett.
“I went by just to start dropping off
some personal stuff but she refused to let
me near the place,” said Barnett. “I felt
kinda sorry for her, you know, no friends
and all, so I decided Γd come back the
next day,” he said. “She really seemed
agitated but I just figured she’d get over
it.” Barnett said he left
Hammertheirwits-Blue screaming ob
scenities and pounding on the furniture
with her fists.
The FUN police were called in Wed
nesday afternoon when Barnett returned

to the President’s
office only to find
Hammertheirwits-Blue
barricaded
inside and still screaming.
The FUN campus security tried
to talk her into giving up the
office peacefully,
but she would not yield.

It was decided
late Wednesday night
that the office would have to
be taken by commando tactics.
At 6:00 a.m. Thursday morning
FUN police made their move.
FUN’s newly formed Special Weapons,
Enforcement, And Tactics Team re
sponded and surrounded the office. After
firing tear gas into the office, the team
entered through the windows and front
door in full force.
“She was one tough customer,” said
FUN security chief John Columbo.uShe
bit the crap out of two of my officers —
in fact, one of them’s at Baptist getting
rabies shots right now,” he said.

FUN political science faculty duel for chairman position

By Daisy Doolittle
Spinnaker Staff Writer

A nationwide search is currently being
conducted at Florida University of the
North for an individual to serve as chair
man in the department of political sci
ence and sociology. Although no one has
been chosen at press deadline, reports
have come in that FUN political science
and sociology professors are in intense

battle with each other for the position.
Dr. Rip Weena, present head of the de
partment and former radical of the ’60’s,
told The Spine-Acher in an exclusive in
terview that his faculty have been argu
ing over who should become chairman, a
position that pays in excess of $60,000 a
year, and the arguments have turned into
dueling in halls of Bldg. 11.
Weena, who is leaving the position because “I hate it,” said that university po
lice have had to be called in on several
occasions to control several of the pro
fessors, who have lately resorted into
bringing swords on campus, and have
even held greuling duels over the posi
tion.
Dr. Thomas (Iwasmisquoted) Mon
grel, president of the United Fickle Fac
ulty of Florida, denied that he has been
the perpetrator of the duels, saying “We
at Fickle Faculty feel negatively against

violence of any sort, the only way to re
solve the matter is through closed union
meetings.”
When questioned about the polished
sword lying on his desk, Mongrel said it
was not his, but that Sidney Swartz, poli
tical science instructor and union mem
ber, had left it there.
According to university police, a com
plaint came in at 8:45 a.m. on April 12
saying that a student had narrowly es
caped being speared by a tall, youngish
female professor humming “them bones,
them bones, them dry bones.”
When asked about the incident, Weena
said “Mona just missed her aim. It was
intended for Burford Bologna, a FUN po
litical science professor.”
Bologna would not comment, but did
say that he keeps a sword handy in his ’63
Ford Fairlane and would resort to over
throwing the department if necessary.

He added that a duel held last week be
tween sociology professor “Fast Eddy”
Collings, and Crushin’ Chris Rash, crimi
nal justice, resulted in both of the FUN
professors being taken to the Duval
County Jail, where they continue to duel
for the position.
Although no fatalities have occurred,
Weena said that he
thinks the duels
will eventually catch on across FUN’s
campus, resulting in mass chaos. “Just
like the demonstrations of the ’60’s,” he
said with a twinkle in his eyes.
The Spine-Acher has learned that
more duels have been scheduled in Bldg.
11 and university police said that stu
dents should refrain from entering the
building on rainy days and during politi
cal elections. A reliable source was re
ported as saying “they’ll do anything for
that job, even murder!”
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Earthfest 3000 stock car
competition fierce battle
From Page 1
lie, especially in the puddle of Sawmill
Slough, after a downpour on Friday can
celled practice, turned the starting gate
on the University Green into a quagmire,
and, drainage efforts into the wee hours
of the night moved half the ROTC drill
field
Pole positions had to be drawn out of
an oil can after Events Coordinator Fib
Fagan claimed he lost the qualifying
sheet. In fact, he also lost the drivers’
contracts, although he insisted right up to
starting time they [the contracts] never
existed, and even if they had, he wouldn’t
have admitted it.
It looked certain that Porter, the Bos
ton Bum of Fine Arts, would give Loffen
a run for the money as he bore down on
the early leader in his Porsche 935, until
he came out of the fourth turn behind the
Cafeteria into the pits. His crewmen,
Dramatic Jimbo Thomas and Nifty
Palmer, swarmed under the hood to dis
cover that, while occupied all day in
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Robin K. Loffen relaxes after race
changing engines, they’d forgotten to gas
up the car.
The sun was long gone when Loffen
was finally overtaken by Funhouser in
his pink 1973 Lotus. Funhouser’s fortune
faded, however, when he destroyed his
car in the process of shattering the con
crete pit wall. “0, pooh,” he told his per
sonal TV crew.
Ironchest Clemmons was determined
to change her luck for this race. Not only
did she have her car, a BMW 2000/C
sponsored by the NOW organization,
tuned to perfection, but also fiercely
bearing a proclamation Broads Battle
Better on the rear bumper.
She charged out front after 1,898 laps
with Daily and Redtoe on her rear. Daily
went high and Redtoe went low to make
them three abreast down the backside of
a track that didn’t appear to have room
for three cars side by side. According to
Redtoe, it didn’t. He claimed later he
used every bit of skill and savvy he’d
picked up during hundreds of hours of
SGA budget hearings and more than 100
arguments with outgoing SGA president
B. J. Hammertheirwits-Blue, and still
couldn’t make the tight squeeze between
Buildings One and Three.
After slamming his RX-7 into the wall
of the Registrar’s office in Bldg. Three,
Redtoe spun around and deadheaded into
the Fine Arts Department where he was
severly trailed about the head and shoul
ders with a steno pad by Fine Arts secre
tary Emma Mamma — in keeping with
her attitude toward anyone who doesn’t
arrange an appointment before making
an appearance in that department.
Crash McCree put on the charge of the
race as he worked his way up from last
place in his Porsche Turbo, the only 1979
model in the race — and the only one
painted inside and out by an elite group
of Florida new wave artists. Pit stops to
permit Special Consultant Juiceanne

Teete to conduct prominent members of
the FUNdation Board on a tour of the
Porsche interior had slowed his pace.
While the Porsche amused the FUN
faculty at first, they were amazed when
McCree slipped through the slop standing
on the rear bumper of his speeding vehi
cle holding on to a rope at a record set
ting time of 101.139 miles per hour. The
voice of the announcer, Psychology pro
fessor Jack Heartgee, kept cracking as
he screamed over and over, “Crash has
just broken another appointment — I
mean, record!”
Teete, who attempted to bar the press
from following the rescue squad to the
announcer’s box following Heartgee’s
breakdown, threatened to personally can
cel the reservation Ronald Reagan had
made to visit FUN if the scandal leaked
out.“Yan-yan-ya-yan-yan,” she chanted
with her thumb on her nose.
Twenty-three hours into the race, the
track had worked itself into a yukky onelane groove and it was a drag to come
through the top-caliber finishers where
even the slowest cars were fast.
FUN Fans, munching on Boathouse
popcorn pizza, watched idly from the
deck as Mongrel finally got his car (spon
sored by the United Fickle Faculty) re
started after swerving to miss Artie
Bloomers and his Music-by-the-Lake
singalong and plunging into the lake.
Mongrel’s blood pressure was climbing
up the dipstick as he swung back onto the
track.
Despite his excellent crew of side
kicks, Lit professors Richard Buzzoff and
Bill Sluggem, Mongrel has not had his
share of glory in 1983-84. When McCree
and Cocoanut roared past, flat-out
smearing his windshield with gooey Flor
ida muck, Mongrel blew his cool.
“Scabs’” he shouted.
Mongrel gave up trying to catch the
field when Cocoanut performed a rampto-ramp jump across two parallel creeks
using the boardwalks built by the Saw
mill Slough Conservation Club. It was a
spectacular stunt for a night show, but it
cost Cocoanut. He misjudged the velocity
of the wind, the rear wheel descended too
fast, knocking the supports out from un
der the ramp and the hell out of
Cocoanut.
As the final laps slogged under the fi
nalists, desperate drivers grew more
reckless. Daily punctured a tire when she
leaned back on the car’s peak speed, let
go, and slid through flames from ignited
gasoline near Bldg. Eight. She exited
from her disabled car and hung her hel
met on the toes of an inverted Dr. Tinytillie, Lang&Lit department chairman,
who was blissfully progressing through
the seven stages of Zen.
McCree and Clemmons were forced to
take pit stops but McCree charged out af
terward, nearly running over Campus
Life & Loafing Director Don Teebone.
Never one to miss a chance to practice
fast foctwork, Teebone performed his fa
mous T-bone jump — putting one hand on
the fender, flipping up and over and land
ing in a squat, just shaving the tail pipe of
the speeding vehicle. The real thrill
came, however, when Clemmons, who
tore out of the pit in hot pursuit of Mc
Cree, did a two-wheel balancing act,
right side of the car in the air, driver side
down to avoid running Teebone over also.
Teebone, already making plans for a big
ger and better version of the event for
’85, very nearly concluded his planning
right there in the pits.
Strategy, speed, skill — all it took to
win this race was a setup. And setups are
Loffen’s specialty. He said later he was
as determined to take the winner’s purse
as any pileated woodpecker he’d ever
stalked through the woods. Actually,
“Godalmightydamn!” were the exact
words he used to express his determina
tion to this reporter. When McCree and
Clemmons made their pit stop on lap
2999, he moved back into the lead. He
was not to be ousted.
“On the last lap, I stood on the throttle,
my eyes fixed straight ahead, my atten

After slamming his RX-7 into the wall of Bldg. Three, Redtoe deadheads
into the Fine Arts Department.

Ironchest Clemmons charges out to take the lead, with the rest of the
pack on her tail

Loffen enjoys the benefits of the “Winner’s Circle.”

Photos by Bill Warner
tion unwavering,” he told reporters later.
“I never made any pit stops,” he said, “I
stopped drinking all liquids 24-hours be
fore the race.”
As Loffen shot over the finish line, the
bird-watcher-turned-race-car-driver
hung out the window of his speeding Hon
da and yelled, “CAW! CAW! CAW!” — an
imitation of the Fish Crow he frequently

Special to The Spinnaker

uses in his lectures at FUN.

McCree and Clemmons did not take
losing lightly. After crawling out of their
smoking vehicles in front of the Book
store, McCree was overheard muttering
that he didn’t know why God was picking
on him. “Because,” Clemmons retorted,
“She doesn’t like blonds!”
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Warbler Sports
Surfing comes to FUN

get that sex wax busy
(If you don’t know what it is. ask a surfer!)

By C.M. Squirm
Spine-acher Tattletale

In order to get more student involvement in the Intramurals Dept., Director
of Intramurals Marcel Argentina, an
nounced today the formation of a new
club at Florida University of the North.
“Complaints have come to me from a
few radicals on campus that Intramurals
has not been operating with the students
best interest at heart” said Argentina. “I
think I have finally hit upon an activity
that will take care of their hearts.
The newly-formed Surfing Club is cur
rently recruiting members and is open to
anyone with enough “guts” to join it, said
Argentina.
The Surfing Club will be located right
on campus thanks to the efforts of Argen
tina. He just returned from Wild Waters
in Silver Springs, where he was able to
buy a wave-making machine.
“We’re gonna put that sucker on Lake
Oneida and let 'er rip,” said Argentina.
“Imagine the waves we can make on
campus with that thing.”
When asked about the alligators known
to frequent the lake and the danger they
might pose to anyone surfing there, Ar
gentina responded, “Those radicals want
ed something that would interest their
hearts, well, I think if they look behind
them and see an alligator shooting the

curl next to ’em their hearts are definite
ly going to be interested.”

Robin K. Loffen, bird watcher and pro
fessor of philosophy, had other hearts in
mind when he heard of the new club. “I
am worried about the pied-billed grebes

(ducks) out there in the lake,” said Loffen. “They dive head first and tail last
looking for food and then pop back up
like little corks. If they pop up under one
of those banana shaped contraptions
(surfboards) they’ll probably dive back
down, not out of choice, never to be
heard from again.”

FUN likely to be location for 1992 World Olympics
By Catt Intrigue
Special to The Spine-acher

Will the ancient Grecian Olympic
torch actually light up the campus of the
Florida University of the North? Will stu
dents and Olympiad fans actually get to
see a glimpse of and hear the dulcet
tones of Jim McCree (no relation to
FUN’s president McCree)?
Possibly so according to FUN Athletic
Director Grice Brimley. “I’m just ex
cited as heck about this,” exclaimed
Brimley, “I told you beefing up the ath
letic department here would do us a
world of good!”

Highly placed Olympic officials who
preferred to remain anonymous stated
that plans are in the works to speed
along plans for the university’s new ath
letic complex which will be put to use for
the 1992 Summer Olympics.
Said Brimley, “We tried for the Winter
[Olympics] too, but they just wouldn’t

hear of it. We also wanted the games
here in 1988, but you know how those
highly placed anonymous Olympic offi
cials are — they said we had to wait for

gram.”
The officials visiting the future
Olympic site were enthralled with the
possibilities that the site promises.

a few years before the Olympics could
come back to the States. They were
afraid the Russians would object or
something.”

“Heck, just look at this — we’ve got hun
dreds of acres of prime land just aching
to be turned into parking lots. What col
lege can’t use more of those?” asked
Grimley. “And we’ve got a McDonalds
right down the road. Who could ask for
more? And with the new dorms coming
up, we will definitely be able to handle
the crowds. The only problem is with

The highly placed Olympic officials
say they have chosen the university be
cause of the site location and the admin
istration’s “adamant dedication” to form
ing an active and competitive sports pro

Athletic Director announces Ospreys will
be changed to Yellow-Rumped Warblers
By Harold A. (Harry Arm) Pitts
Special to The Spine-Acher

Grice Brimley, director of intercolle
giate athletics, announced today that the
official name of Florida University of the
North’s (FUN) team has been changed
from the Ospreys to the Yellow-Rumped
Warblers. The news brought mixed reac
tions from the FUN community.
Asked to explain his decision, Brimley,
a wad of Red Neck tobacco in his cheek,
gave the following reasons. “Well, it’s like
dis, ya see. Me and da udda coaches, we
was sittin’ in da office one aftanoon, drin
kin’ some Light Beer from Killa, when
we got on da subject of morale. You guys
know dat morale is a big facta in playin’
winnin’ ball, and lately da team just did
n’t seem to have dat old pizzazz, ya know
what I mean?
“We started ta kick around some ideas
as ta why dat might be, when all of a sud
den, da answer come like a message
from God or some’n’. Da team’s been
playin’ lousy ’cause its name is lousy! I

mean, when ya stop an’ t’ink about it,
who wants to go around braggin’ about
bein’ on a team named afta a boid what’s
always got fish-breat’?” he said, some
foul-looking drool running down his chin.
“But,” he added, wiping his face with
the back of his hand, “we had ta keep in
mind dat dis is a naicha prasoive, so we
applied some serious t’ought ta da prob
lem. Dat’s when my assistant, Argentina,
came up wit’ a winna of an idea.
“‘Coach,’ he says, ‘why don’t we name
da team afta dat little boid dat’s all over
campus; you know, dat boid wit da yel
low tail?”’ Brimley’s eyes misted up as
he spat a huge spray of tobacco juice on
to my foot. “Excuse me,” he muttered ,
"but I just get all choked up t’inkin’
about dem little boids!
“Right away I knew what had ta be
done, so I got da team tagetta an’ put da
idea to ’em. Do you know,” he said with
pride (or was it tobacco juice?) choking
his voice, “ dey all was crazy about da
idea! I ask you, is dat a team wit’ esprit

da corpse or is dat a team wit’ esprit da
corpse?”
Not everyone is as thrilled about the
name change as Brimly, however. Robin
K. Loffen, bird-watcher and professor of
philosophy, was more than mildly dis
pleased with the change.
“It took me a good three years to get
the school to name the team after the Os
prey,” he complained, “and now this bozo
from the Bronx comes in and changes it
without so much as a how-do-you-do!”
Informed of Loffen’s complaint, Brimley just snorted. “Dat bird-brained (ex
pletive deleted) is outa his tree if he
t’inks I want my guys to be named afta
some boid wit’ a call dat sounds like fin
gernails scrapin’ on a blackboard an’
breat’ dat could knock out a Marine!”
And so, the erst-while Ospreys are now
the Yellow-Rumped Warblers. Come to
think of it, it may not be such a bad name
after all, considering the fact that they
seem to be on their tails all the time any
way.

those damn hawks around here. They’ve
already attacked about a dozen of our
surveyors. Keep throwin’ dead fish on
’em. It gets disgusting after a while, but
our boys will clear them out of here in no
time flat, you just wait and see.”
Bird watcher and philosophy professor
Robin K. Loffen, when told of this
plan,exploded. After snatching his cap off
his head and hurling it at this reporter, he
said, “Sonofa@#%$% — I can’t believe
my ears! Those *(*&*&<%%$< surveyors
touch one of my hawks and I’ll load his
#&$%$(% backside with buckshot faster
than snow melts in Hell!”

Jacksonville mayor Jaque Goodnbold
was on hand to hail the Olympic plans.
He said, “W’hail . . . we jus’ knew this
here ole univers’ty would amount to sum
pin’ sumday. It’s jus’ real nice to see a
school helpn’ th’ local economy for onct.
An' by the way . . . I have not plans t’
run fer the Guvner’s office.”
FUN campus police are also scheduled
to keep up their forces “to handle the
routine stuff,” which according to police
chief John Columbo includes “pickpoc
keting, shoplifting from the Bookstore,
parking violations, defections and the
like.”
And you thought the Saints coming to
Jacksonville was a bombshell.
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Tactical assault group
ready for quick alert
by C.L. Strangelove
Spine-acher Staff Writer

In a surprise announcement before the
State Board of Regents, Director of Cam
pus Security and Well-being Grissom L.
Parris today announced the formation of
a tactical assault unit within the Campus
Security Department. The new group, to
be called the Special Weapons, Enforce
ment, And Tactics team (S.W.E.A.T.) will
be composed of volunteers from the Se
curity Department.
According to Parris, the team will be
headed by Under-Director LJ. “Stormy”
Baines. Baines, retired Chief of AntiPersonnel Operations for the Cowford
County Marshall’s Office, explained the
function of the new team. “Armed insur
rection — that’s what it’s for” stated
Baines. “There’s radicals and other ne’erdo-wells all over the place just waiting to
come out of the woodwork to assault a
nice, conservative place like FUN. I
mean, like those terrorists and revolu
tionaries would just love to infiltrate us
here and cause all kinds of trouble.”
According to Baines, the actual field
operations of the team will be directed
by Sgt. Jared L. Lincoff. Lincoff, former
ly a drill instructor with the United
States Marine Corps, will be training the
team during the next several months on
the nature trails around FUN, said
Baines. “So if you’re walking around the
campus one night and hear the rattle of
small arms fire, don’t worry — it’s just
our boys practicing” said Baines.
Baines explained that the team itself

would be composed of five-men units.
Each unit will have one sniper with
scoped rifle, one scout armed with an
M-16 machine gun, one man armed with
a grenade launcher, and two men with
flame throwers, according to Baines. In
regard to the flame throwers, Baines
said “Well, with all of the underbrush
around this campus, we just can’t take
any chances. You know, bushes and such
can hide the creeps, and we can’t afford
to miss any of them.”
Plans to expand the unit before oncampus housing and freshmen arrive are
underway. Equipment and applicants are
being solicited through advertisements in
Soldier of Fortune magazine. Baines said
he has already received inquires from
Greneda, the Falkland Islands, Nicara
gua, and El Salvador.
In the event of a student uprising, or a
faculty duel (as in the case of the Politi
cal Science department) S.W.E.A.T. will
be instantly alerted and dispatched.
“They’ll be able to scramble just like
SAC [Strategic Air Command],” he said.
Baines said he sees a good future for
the organization with tanks, F-4 attack
jets, high-tech satellite computer hard
ware capability, among other things. He
also is investigating the possibility of a
large team of attack-trained K-9 dogs in
a compound located adjacent to the Al
lied Health services area. “They deal in
drugs and stuff, you know,” he said. When
asked what he would do if the Legisla
ture did not approve funding for the pro
gram, Baines seemed nonchalant. “No
sweat,” he said.

Puerto Rican baseball coach
hired for 'stealing capacity
By Fr. Guido Sarducci
Special to The Spine-acher

Grice Brimley, Director of Intercolle
giate Athletics for Florida University of
the North (FUN) revealed that FUN has
hired Pepe Manuel Velazquez Domingo
de Gorro de Cuba to be FUN’s new base
ball coach. Gorro de Cuba, formerly as
sistant coach for Los Ladrones, last
year’s Puerto Rican Baseball League
champions, arrived at FUN two weeks
ago to “check out” the area, said Brimley.
According to Brimley, Gorro de Cuba
was Player of the Year for 1981 in the
Puerto Rican Baseball League, cited es
pecially for the record 206 bases he stole
during that season. According to Brimley, “We hired him because he steals so
well.”
In a telephone interview, Gorro de Cu
ba expressed gratitude to FUN for hiring

him to fill the baseball coaching slot.
“Beseball been verre good to me,” said
Gorro de Cuba. When questioned about
his salary at FUN, Gorro de Cuba stated
“FUN been verre good to me.”

When questioned about Gorro de Cu
ba’s contract with FUN, Brimley stated
that the contract was being handled by
Assistant Interim Affairs and Goings-on
Coordinator Fib Fagan. Fagan stated
that, although he was prevented by the
terms of the contract from revealing any
specific details, Gorro de Cuba would be
paid “only slightly over the going rate for
migrant labor, certainly less than
¢50,000.” Fagan also stated that the con
tract provided for certain other benefits.
“I can’t be specific, of course, but he will
certainly not be allowed to take more
[benefits] than he can carry,” stated Fa
gan.

Hubcap thefts on the rise
police searching for stash
by Fr. Guido Sarducci
Special to the Spine-acher

Grissom L. Parris, Director of Campus
Security and Well-being at Florida Uni
versity of the North (FUN),states that an
epidemic of hubcap thefts has occurred
on campus. In the last two weeks, Parris
reports, 207 separate thefts have oc
curred. According to Parris,“ . . . it’s like
someone is trying to set a record of some
sort.”
Although Campus Security has no
leads at this time, Parris stated that sev
eral officers were actively working the
cases. Parris said that most of the thefts
have been from Chevrolets, especially

those with more elaborate hubcaps.“Whoever is stealing these hubcaps isn’t
interested in your run-of-the-mill hubcap.
No sir, they’re going for the flashy jobs.
And mostly Chevys, although a few have
been taken off Deuce-and-a-quarter’s
(Buick Electra 225’s).” Most of the thefts
have taken place at night during FUN
baseball games.
Parris stated, however, that he felt his
officers would soon make progress in the
case. “After all,” said Parris, “where can
you put 207 sets of hubcaps, for crying
out loud. I mean — you’d need like a
whole locker room or something to keep
them in.”

"Have a fun summer"
— Spinnaker staff

Photo by Jim Crosbv, Photo editor

Incoming SGA Comptroller Davie Jackson reviews the budget after the
last SGA budget hearing.

From page 1

when that big-shot Board of Regents
comes out to visit.”
He said the money will be divided
among the Career Planning Center, the
Academic Skills Center, and Other Per
sonnel Services (OPS), which funds the
salaries of Student Government Associa
tion officers, among others.
However, Barnett emphatically denied
the rumor that he, Wolfandbarfer, and
SGA’s incoming comptroller Davie Jack
son’s salary is to be increased from $4,500
to ¢24,500 per year. He said they would
only be earning $20,000.
“We are only asking what we deserve,”
Barnett replied. “Being a management

major, I’ve learned to ask for a lot of
money. Besides, how else can we be ex
pected to keep our leased Sawgrass Con
do?”
He said that the remaining third of
SGA’s proposed funds will be spent on
student activities. This will include a se
ries of Friday night cartoons at the FUN
Boathouse geared at the incoming fresh
men. Barnett added that Bugs Bunny, his
favorite, is scheduled to be first.
In addition to the cartoons, SGA plans
to hold a prom, a wienie roast, a “Miss
FUN” Contest and a potato sack race.
“I want FUN students to have fun
•while going to school,” Barnett said.
“When Γm allowed to stay out after
nine’o clock we’ll even have more
planned activities.”

Campus departments to move
as part of student fitness plan
By T. Μ. Endit
Spine-acher Staff Writer

Students, as everyone is aware, are the
main concern of a school. Because of this
fact, Florida University of the North has
decided to relocate several of its depart
ments to different buildings so that “it
will be easier on the freshmen to find
their way around campus in fall.”
Fortunately, the administrators who
decided upon these changes deliberated
for several months before reaching their
outcome. It is apparent, therefore, that
these are decisions made by a commit
tee.

One of the most obvious changes is
that the administrative offices will be
moving to Building 12, which currently
houses the library. In making the an
nouncement, FUN President Curtis
L.(Crash) McCree said, “With the advent
of four-year status, we found that there
was much more red tape than we had
possibly envisioned. Therefore, we found
that we needed to expand and felt that
the library building was the best possibil
ity.”
Due to the lack of another proper facil
ity, which could house the entire library,
it will be moved to several locations. The
card catalogue will be moved to the Yel
low Rumped Warbler Cafeteria. McCree
explained the move by saying, “Sales
have been slipping at the cafeteria, and
we felt it needed more exposure. By
moving the card catalogue there, more
students will be forced to go to the cafe
teria, and hopefully sales will pick up.”
The audio-visual department will move
to the psychology department, “since
they show more films than anyone else.”
The book stacks will be moved above
the bookstore and next to the literature
department. McCree reasoned, “They’re
the only ones on campus who want to

read anyway.”
The periodicals will no longer be re
tained by the library. Library Chief Andy
Farkas said, “No one uses them except to
look at pictures, so we felt that the mon
ey could be used more wisely else
where.”
In other moves, the Student Govern
ment Association will transfer to the
basement in the new administration
building.
“We feel that one good administration
deserves another,” Vice-President for
Academic Affairs William More-on said.
SGA meetings will be held in the jani
tor’s closet in the same building. SGA
President B.J. Hammertheirwits-Blue
said, “There is no use using a room larg
er than we need.”
Additionally, the UNF Police Depart
ment will move from its present location
in Building Four, to a new building beside
Lake Oneida. A spokesman for the police
said, “There are ducks on the lake, and
they will afford us with the opportunity
to have more target practice for our of
ficers.”
McCree made sure to note that class
room assignments, however, would re
main the same as in the past. Conse
quently, communication students will be
in the business building; business stu
dents will be in the computer laboratory;
computer science majors will be in the
psychology/sociology building; and
psychology/sociology students will be at
the Boathouse.
“We feel our student body is grossly
out of shape,” said McCree. “And this is
a new program to help them become
more fit. By walking all over the campus
to get to their classes, they will be get
ting needed exercise. This is just part of
our plan to show the students that we
have their best interests at heart while
making decisions.”
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Construction
begins for
dorm ”pit”
By Dan Ferocious
Special to the Spine-acher

Construction has begun without appar
ent fanfare on the first of three dormi
tories on campus. Few students even no
ticed the construction going on, though
hundreds pass the site every day be
tween classes.
That’s because the building isn’t going
up, it’s going down — into a hole in the
ground outside Bldg. 8. The massive pro
ject which began late in January seems
to have been planned in secret for sever
al years, even though the state’s “sun
shine law” makes such decision-making
methods illegal, according to a wellplaced source within the administration.
“It was never meant to be a secret, it
just happened that way,” explained the
source. “None of the news media read
our press releases or answered our calls.
The plans call for digging the under
ground dorms at various locations
around the campus, rather than in the
once-favored location under Candy Cane
Lake.
“It was a good decision, I think,” said
Student Government Association Presi
dent B.J. Hammertheirwits-Blue. “I can
just imagine all those freshmen deciding
to skip classes because it’s just too far to
walk It’s good that now, the dorms are
going to be right under the classes.”
When finished sometime later this
year the first dorm will be ready to house
up to 30 freshmen, or 20 freshmen and 10
sophmores. Some administration officials
said off-the-record that having only 20
freshmen in the dorm rather than 30 was
the single most controversial issue in the
mostly secret planning sessions last year.
“I know it sounds stupid,"our source
said, “but by the time any of us knew
about the dorms, it was too late to input
ideas on the important stuff, so we decid
ed to tie up meeting time with side issues
such as the frosh-soph mix. I supported
the fraction favoring all frosh, since that
side usually left the meetings earlier
than the others.”
Cost of the underground dwellings will
be upwards of $20 million dollars, down
from what the administration wanted to
spend, up from what Tallahassee at first
allocated, and far more expensive than
above-ground buildings. Thr reason, say
engineers working on the project, is the
marshy ground beneath the campus. Wa
ter must be constantly pumped out of the
150-foot-deep pit, and the problem will
get worse as the digging reaches into the
aquifer.
“We’ll really have problems then,” said
Ralph ‘U.S.’ Grant, chief engineer with
the prime contractor, SAGA. “I had
hoped that the drawings were wrong,
showing a hole this deep, but as far as I
can tell we’re supposed to dig about an
other thousand feet. If this thing’s to
scale, that is.”
No university official would comment
—on the record about the exact depth the
plans call for, or how many freshmen
would live in the dorm, already nick
named the Warbler pit
“I guess none of us thought such a nov
el plan would get such negative response.
I mean, when it’s finished it won’t look
like a hole in the ground, at least not
when you’re inside.
Also featured will be small individual
and double rooms with a common lounge/recreation room containing a 42” So
ny remote-controlled television set and a
Budweiser vending machine.
Other entertainment options in the
dorms are reading, drinking beer, sleep
ing, drinking beer, or talking, if anyone
can by then.
A note of caution to future residents:
engineers say that a shovel should be in
cluded on everyone’s list of things to
bring.
“If it rains and gets too muddy and
caves in it’s going to be too big a mess to
even try to dig out. So the shovels should
make residents feel a little better about
dorming at FUN,” Grant said.

“There were five of ’em.”

“No! Four!”

“The eensy, weensy spider
went. . .”
Jim Crosby, Photo editor

WE LL PAY YOU TO GET INTO
SHAPE THIS SUMMER.

If you have at least
two years of college left,
you can spend six weeks at
our Army ROTC Basic
Camp this summer and earn
approximately $600.
And if you qualify, you
can enter the ROTC 2Year Program this fall and
receive up to $1,000 a year.
But the big payoff
happens on graduation day.
That’s when you receive
an officer’s commission.
So get your body in
shape (not to mention your
bank account).
Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science.

ARMY ROTC.
BEALLYOUCAN BE.
For Additional
Information Contact:
Major Fred Russell
(904)646-2813
Room 2102 Bldg 11
UNF

SGA budget debates
How to carve a smaller turkey’
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PTK hugs
Margie Q wins big
See page 9
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Gonzo
insults!
Hunter hangups
Gonzo icons
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Briefly● ∙ ∙

Fine Arts
Chairman
Steps
down

Convocation at UNF May 4
he Eleventh Annual Awards Convocation
has been scheduled at the University of
North Florida for Friday, May 4 at 9:30
a.m. in Bldg. 14/Auditorium. The program will
give academic units, campus organizations and
other university-related groups an opportunity to
present a variety of student awards which recog
nize honor students for academic related accom
plishments.

T

By Donna Bellamy

Spinnaker News Editor

Education Grant-in-Aid
ay 15 is the deadline for the state’s
Equal Educational Opportunity Grant
in-Aid Program — designed to provide
funds to increase the number of minority em
ployees and black graduate students obtaining
degrees. Applications may be obtained from Dr.
Bernadine Bolden, UNF’s Affirmative Action of
ficer.

M

Brown and Yessin at Festi
val

Photo by Jim Crosby, Photo editor

UNF’s Earth Musicfest Festivities — for more see page 15

Consultant to president
hired without search

niversity of North Florida music profes
sors William Brown, tenor, and Gerson
Yessin, pianist, will present a joint con
cert at Englewood High School’s Fine Arts Fes
tival. The performance will be held on Tuesday,
April 17 at the school.
(See related story on UNF’s contract and bid policy, page 9)

U

Chamber Music By The
Lake

By Sylvia Prevatt
Special to The Spinnaker

Suzanne Teate was hired by the Uni
versity of North Florida at a salary of
$20,000 for six months work, with no job
n 18th-century chamber music concert,
search or screening procedure, and it
performed by harpsichord, voices and
was all legal.
string quartet, will be presented by the
“Because she holds an interim position
UNF as part of its “Music By The Lake” series
only, Ms. Teate was not subject to the
Wednesday, April 18 at 12:10 p.m. in the Univer
screenings and interviews that are re
sity Theatre lobby.
quired for long-term positions at the Uni
The free concert will feature UNF music
versity,” says Dr. Thomas Quinlan, vice
faculty member Arthur Bloomer, harpsichordist,
president for university relations.
in a performance of Haydn’s Concerto in C Ma
According to Quinlan, “When Dr.
jor; Florida Junior College music faculty Judith
George Corrick resigned last summer
Cloud, mezzo-soprano, as soloist for Bach’s Canfrom vice president of university rela
tana #170; and UNF library staff member Cyn
tions, he gave notice he would leave De
thia Valentine, soprano, in Vivaldi’s Motet, “O qui
cember 1. The personnel department ad
coeli”.
vertised nationally in newspapers and
The lake-side concert series is sponsored by
magazines for someone to fill that spot
the UNF Student Government Association.
and Dr. Sandra Hansford, vice president
for student affairs, chaired the search
Registration deadlines
committee.” After screenings and inter
views that started in September, Quinlan
was chosen and agreed to assume duties
eginning Wednesday, May 9 a $25 late fee
March 1.
will be included in all registration assess
UNF president Curtis McCray decided
ments. The final day to pay is Wednes
to hire Teate under a limited contract to
day, May 16. The last day to drop courses and re
temporarily fill the vacancy, a decision
ceive a refund is also Wednesday, May 16.
that created a stir of controversary in
To avoid registration cancellation all stu
some faculty circles.
dents, regardless of fee paying status (including
In a December letter to the Faculty
loans, grants and deferments), must have their
Association secretary, Donna Keenan,
cards validated at the Cashier’s Office no la
McCray said, “Because the position is
ter that Wednesday, May 16.
temporary and intermittent, and because

A

B

Ms. Teate is serving as a consultant to
the President, and because the perma
nent Vice President has been hired,
though is not currently with us, and be
cause I needed to act swiftly on the ap
pointment, the procedures for filling in
terim positions as outlined in the draft
for search procedures did not apply and
were not followed.”
McCray and the personnel department
wrote the contract together with McCray
determining the salary and terms. The
terms are that she manage the university
relations office from Jan. 1 to March 1
and then assist both the president and
Quinlan with various activities from
March 2 to June 30. At that time her con
tract expires.
Norman Haltiwanger, personnel direc
tor, said that “Although her job falls into
the administrative/personnel category,
Ms. Teate is only in a temporary position
so our role was limited to simply putting
her on the payroll.” long-term positions
in that same category require a series of
procedures be followed in hiring, includ
ing specific search and screening proce
dures. These procedures are outlined in
personnel’s Affirmative Action Manual.
The university is required by law to
abide by these procedures. Haltiwanger
admits that “this is the first time in re
cent years that I’ve seen someone’s posi-

See Teate, page 8

Dr. Merrill J. Palmer, chair
man of the department of fine
arts and associate professor of
music at the University of North
Florida, is resigning as chairman
and a search is currently being
conducted for a replacement.
Palmer, who has served as
chairman for three years, would
not talk to The Spinnaker, but in
a letter to the university dated
March 6 said “I feel that someone
with a fresh perspective might
better lead the department at
this point.”
Dr. Edward Healy, interim
dean of the college of arts and
sciences at UNF, said that Palm
er’s contract, as are all depart
ment chairs’, is for three years
with the option to remove. At this
time either the individual or the
university can decide not to re
new the contract. Palmer, Healy
said, decided not to renew.
“A committee has been formed
to choose a replacement, which
will conduct an internal search
within the university,” Healy
said. He also said the commit
tee’s decision would probably be
announced in early May and the
replacement will begin as chair
man effective Sept. 1.
The search committee is being
headed by Dr. Gerson Yessin,
professor of music plus six mem
bers of UNF’s fine arts depart
ment. In addition, Dr. William
Caldwell, department chairman
of the department of mathemati
cal sciences and Dr. Mary
Grimes, associate professor of
education, who was appointed by
UNF’s Affirmative Action Com
mittee, are also serving on the
committee.
Healy said the search commit
tee will review the applicants and
can recommend as many as
three people for the position.
Their recommendation is then
turned over to Provost, Vice
President for Academic Affairs
William C. Merwin.
Merwin’s office would not com
ment to The Spinnaker regarding
Palmer’s resignation.
Although established specifi
cally for interim appointments,
the committee will use the uni
versity’s internal search proce
dures, used in filling vacant ad
See Palmer, Page 9
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1984-85 SGA Budget
passed, sent to McCray
By Candi Presión
Spinnaker News Editor

After many hours of meetings, that re
quired compromises on all sides, the Stu
dent Fees Committee at the University
of North Florida reached an agreement
on the budget for 1984-85. This budget will
keep UNF below many of the state’s uni
versities and still maintain the forward
motion that the university has been going
in the past year.
The health department, athletics and
Student Government Association were
asked to submit budgets to the fees com
mittee that would be used to reach the fi
nal fee amount students would pay in the
Fall as part of their tuition, according to
Dr. Sandra Hansford, vice-president for
student affairs.
She said the budget this year was han
dled differently than in the past in two
ways.
“Last year the A&S [Activities and Ser
vice] fees budget was handled by two ad
ministrations in SGA,” said Hansford.
“Jack Nunnery’s [SGA president in
1982-83] administration walked the budget
through the budget and allocation hear
ings. Then B.J. Haimowitz took over as
president of SGA in May 1983, and had
the task of presenting the budget to the
SGA Senate for approval.”
This year, Haimowitz’s administration
saw the budget all the way through, from
beginning to end, Hansford said. “The
process went a lot smoother and was
more in the student’s interest,” according
to Hansford. “We hope to continue to do
it this way from now on.”
“When I took over last year it was a
sink or swim proposition,” said Haimo
witz. “Jack’s [Nunnery] administration
had done all of the preliminary work on
the budget, and then my administration
had to come in, decipher it and approve
it,” she said.
The other difference, according to
Hansford, is the way the final student fee
was reached. In previous years the A & S
fees have included health and athletics.
“This year,” Hansford said, “the State
Legislature ruled that athletics and
health fees had to be presented separate
from A & S fees.”
The first draft of the budget each
group brought before the committee “ex
ceeded a fee amount the university and
students could afford,” said Hansford.
Each group was asked to go back to sub
committee and carve their budget to a
level that would make for a workable fee
amount.
Dr. Katherine P. Webster, assistant
professor of nursing, presented the
health fees budget. She had originally re
quested $65,000 for the budget, but was
able to reduce that figure to $45,000.
Webster said, “We will still be moving
ahead next year [as opposed to the past]
with $45,000, we just won’t go as far as we
had hoped to.”
Athletics originally came to the com
mittee with a budget of $215,000 which
was reduced to $200,000. Bruce Grimes,
director of athletics, said, “Like Kathy
[Webster], I can live with that figure. My
budget was simply adequate when it was
presented. That $215,000 figure did not in
clude monies needed by the intercollegiateteams for post-season play.”
Grimes estimated that the amount
needed for post-season play would be
around $15,000.
“But once the budget is decided upon,
it’s my problem to go back and cut to
make everything fit,” said Grimes.
The Student Government Association,
represented by President B.J. Haimo
witz, presented the A & S Fees budget
that was passed by the SGA Senate.
Their original “ideal” figure was
$410,000, which was carved down to
$320,000. To reach that figure, however,
two faculty positions previously funded
by SGA would have been eliminated.
The fees committee took the monies
that had been cut from athletics and
health and put them in the A & S budget
to leave those two positions intact.

The final budget that SGA presented to
the fees committee was $362,987.50.
What do all of these figures mean to
the UNF student?

In the fall, students will see an in
crease in the amount they pay for tuition.
The increase will amount to $2.65 per
credit hour.

Last year tuition was $28.10 per credit
hour, $4.04 of which went to A & S fees.
This fall, tuition will be $30.75 (unless
tuition is increased by the state Legisla
ture) $6.69 of which will go to health, ath
letics and A & S fees.

Crime Watch!

Open Discussion

Before the committe voted on the
budget, B. Michael Andreu, comptroller
at UNF, presented figures that compared
the fees UNF students have paid and will
pay next year with the fees at the other
eight state universities.

With

President McCray

Even with the increase, according to
Andreu, UNF’s fees will still be lower
than four of the state’s eight other uni
versities.

Wednesday
April 18,1984
5pm

The fees committee was composed of
members of the administration, faculty,
the Student Government Association and
UNF students.

Teate waived
from normal
hiring process
From page 7
tion handled in this way.”
According to Haltiwanger, his depart
ment also hires Career Service employ
ees and Other Personnel Services (OPS)

employees and again, certain stipulations
in the hiring manual exist. The Career
Service people, which include secretaries
and accountants, are hired by letter in
stead of a contract and their positions re
quire no job advertisement. The same is
true of OPS employees, whose jobs range
from sweeping to computer analysts.
They are paid by the hour, the salary is
based on the job description, and they re
ceive no benefits.

Haltiwanter says, “Personnel does not
hire consultants Each department han
dles that separately.” If a department
head wanted a consultant, he would have
to ask his immediate boss and get bud
getary approval as well.

In Front Of The Bookstore

Vogue
SPRING SALE !
UP TO

50%OFF!
Cotton

orig.

$28

Q99 to
1499

Belted Shorts

orig. to $22

Solid & Stripe

999 to 1199

Polo-style Shirts

orig. to $22

Large selection

25%

Cotton-Knit
Sweaters
Terry

Rompers
Fashion Nylon

Sleepwear
VOGUE VISA
Special Consultant Suzanne Teate

19.99

Jumpsuits
& Rompers
Cuffed &

Photo by Jim Crosby

9501 Arlington Expressway was robbed
by two gunmen. An employee, while in
side the walk-in cooler, observed two
men in the doorway. One of the men
grabbed her and threw her on the floor
and asked another employee where the
money was kept. The second man, armed
with a shotgun, took one of the employ
ees to the safe. When he could not open
it he picked up the safe and both men
fled the business. Both men are black, in
their early 20s, one about 6’ tall and the
other about 5’9”tall.
If you have any information about this
crime or any other serious crime, call
Crime Watch at 633-6059. You can earn
up to $1,000 and remain anonymous.

At 3:00 a.m. on February 18, a young
woman left a friend’s vehicle in the 6200
block of Arlington Expressway. While
walking east on Arlington Road, a man
walked up behind her and asked her a
question. When she did not answer the
question the man grabbed her and pulled
her into a church courtyard. The young
woman began to fight him and got away,
but he caught her and dragged her back
into the courtyard where he sexually as
saulted her. The man is described as a
white male with sandy blond hair, about
6’ tall, in his early 20s and weighing about
175 pounds. The suspect also had a blond
mustache.
On January 10, Banjo’s restaurant at

Off!
499

to 999

orig. to $18

9" to 19"
orig. to $30

Master Ch.

Amer. Express
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Bid system ponderous
effective, says director
By Sylvia Prevatt
Special to The Spinnaker

In Purchasing and Receiving, the con
tract and bid system is alive and well and
often painfully ponderous. Charles Bear,
asistant purchasing director, says, “For
anything we need which is valued at a
cost of $2500 or greater, the department
advertises activly and seeks competitive
bids and the entire procedure is docu
mented with reports and findings.”
“All purchasing done in this depart
ment, from paper clips to building addi
tions, is done by following guidelines pre
sented in the Florida Statues,” he said.
Chapter 287 of those statues deals with
purchasing of commodities and services
and all state agencies are required to fol
low these.
According to Bear, the university sys
tem has been given autonomy by the
Legislature to oversee its day-to-day op
erations in this area, as long as the docu
mentation is there, with the exception of
two areas, data processing and commu
nications equipment.
Data processing equipment requires
approval of the Information Resource
Commission in Tallahassee. First, how
ever, a request for a computer system
has to be approved by the local director
of the computer center; then the North
east Regional Data Center in Gainesville,
then to Tallahassee. If the request is for
a very large system, approval from the
Board of Regents is needed as well.
The purchase of communications
equipment requires the approval of the
director of communications through the
department of General Services in Tallahssee. “For any normal servies or com
modities over $2500, we must competively bid with a formal and sealed bid
process, open to the public with a specific
time and place,” said Bear.
“We belong to the Educational Institu
tional Cooperative — they contract with
suppliers for commonly used items,” he
said. Various lists are used including The
Thomas Register (a list of nationally or
ganized manufacturers) and another
source is McRae.
The lowest bidder is selected if the bid
meets minimum standards of the bid
specifications. Specifications are written
by either engineers at UNF’s physical
plant, by the department, or a manufac
turer’s engineering and design depart
ment. “When we accept a bid other than
the lowest, we have to detail and justify,”
he says. “Government purchasing differs
from commercial purchasing. We get
what UNF needs at the best price, but
it’s a tax-paid institution so we need to
answer that we’ve obtained competition
whenever possible, to get the most for
the dollar.”
The administrative rules from Talla
hassee’s Department of Administration
are also specific regarding items pur

chased from one source only. “If there is
only one manufacturing source, for in
stance, we have the authority from the
rules to use it but we have to certify the
need,” said Bear.
One example of this kind of situation,
he says, is UNF’s computer center which
has an IBM 4341 Central Processing Unit.
Realistically it can only be serviced by
one source — IBM. According to Bear, “
. . . it’s difficult to maintain the integrity
of a system when you have more than
one party involved, and this is a large
piece of equipment.”
The bid system is a bureaucratic maze
without end, when it comes to securing
furnishings or hiring an architect. For ex
ample, to secure furniture for the new
dorms soon to be under construction,
Purchasing sent out inquiries two months
ago, requesting catalogs, literature and
general construction specifications from
manufacturers. They used the Thomas
Register, magazines, educational publi
cations’ directories, and the E & 1 Coop
erative. Twenty catalogs were received.
William Munson, UNF Campus Plan
ner, will select a group of furniture from
several companies and submit it to the
UNF Housing Committee for review and
recommendations. If approved, Purchas
ing will write the specifications based on
that group.
“In June we will seek competitive
[bids] by sending out to a list of manufac
turers a formal set of bid specifications,
lists of equipment, quantities, and type of
construction for each unit,” Bear said.
“Purchasing will evaluate the replies for
the apparent low bid meeting the specifi
cations, then Munson and the committee
approve, and then we order.”
Regarding selecting an architect, a se
lection committee, made up of Dr. San
dra Hansford, director of Student Affairs,
members of the UNF Foundation, and
others, selected an architect from a num
ber of proposals (outlined by the Board
of Regents) after advertising locally.
(The architect selected is from the firm
of Reynolds, Smith and Hills.)
Contracts let to construction compa
nies include certain protection clauses,
according to Bear, including penalty
clauses for late completion of jobs, proof
of insurability and liquidated damages
(default). For instance, a contractor
hired in November to do some major
electrical renovations in Building Two
was given a specified date of completion.
If he had been unable to complete the job
by the deadline, a penalty of $500 per day
for every day delayed would have been
invoked.
A “performance and payment” bond,
issued by the contractor’s insurance

See Contracts & Bids, Page 10

UNF Bookstore
Book Buy Back

PTK’s Most Distinguished Alumni — Margie Quintana

Quintana wins national
award at PTK convention
By Jocelyn W. Griffo
Spinnaker Managing Editor

A University of North Florida senior
accounting student topped at least 50 oth
er candidates from across the nation to
bring home the Most Distinguished
Alumni award at a convention in Wash
ington D.C. March 24.
Margaret A. Quintana, known affec
tionately as “Margie Q.,” is president of
the Iota chapter of Phi Theta Kappa, a
national honor fraternity for students in
all programs of study at two-year com
munity and junior colleges. The Iota
chapter is unique because it functions on
ly to aid the transfer of junior college
members into the activities of UNF.

Quintana estimated nearly 1500 per
sons attended the banquet at the conven
tion where the award was announced, in
cluding her parents who reside in Wash
ington. She said she never entertained
the idea that she would be selected for
the top award, but hoped instead for a
lesser one. She said she heard the an
nouncer say, “We are proud this person
[the most distinguished alumni recipient]
is from Florida, and a member of Iota
chapter and this person is — and I never
heard another thing after that!”
Along with the honor Quintana also re
ceived a trophy, admission to the socie-.
ty’s Hall of Honor and a $400 scholarship
to the University of Southern Mississippi,
Gulf Port. The scholarship will be used
this summer for a week of seminars,
workshops and activities around the
theme America — World Class Citizens:
Image or Reality?
There are over 300 chapters in the U.S.
and Puerto Rico, according to Quintana,
and about 75 alumni chapters. Each sub
mitted one or more candidates for sever
al awards. The most active chapters are
in Texas and Florida. “California is an
exception,” she said, “they have a sepa

rate honor society which is not a part of
the national Phi Kappa Theta.” There
were five runners-up for the top award
and one was from Florida Atlantic Uni
versity and another from the University
of Central Florida.
The Most Distinguished Alumni cre
dentials are based on academic achieve
ments at the junior college level, a mini
mum 3.5 grade point average (she main
tains a 3.7), and service to the
community. The Iota chapter sponsors
numerous benefits for the Spina Bifida
organization in Jacksonville.
According to Shirley Wilde, UNF di
rector of articulation, Quintana was
elected first president of the Iota chapter
after it was chartered in May, 1983 and
hosted parties and initiation ceremonies
for incoming junior college students;
created a name and did illustrations for a
newsletter, and has continued interaction
with the Florida Junior College chapter.
In a nomination letter, Wilde said Quin
tana was responsible for organizing vol
unteer teams of members to assist in the
annual Alumni Phonathon to raise schol
arship funds, $5000 of which will go to
Florida Community College transfers;
provided coat check service and inter
mission refreshments at the first UNF
benefit concert and coordinated partici
pation of members in the sale of tickets
for the Florida Ballet. She was also se
lected by the Accounting Department as
a UNF representative junior to partici
pate in Career Day; and for a scholar
ship from the National Society of Public
Accountants.
She credits much of her success to the
four officers of Iota: Bill Solomon, vice
president; Margaret Johnson, secretary;
Debbie Martin, treasurer; and Mrs.
Wilde. She plans to return to UNF for
graduate work, and eventually to become
a certified public accountant.

Palmer gives up top chair
’fresh perspective needed’
From Page 7

April 30, May 1 and 2
Monday and Tuesday 9am-8pm
Wednesday 9am-4pm

ministrative positions when an external
search is prohibited for lack of a vacant
line.
The procedure is intended, when possi
ble, to be completed within a two-week
period, to ensure continuity of operation.
The length of appointment will be stipu
lated at the time the position is filled. If
an approved search is conducted and no
final candidate is selected, the President
may extend the length of appointment

until a satisfactory search is concluded.
The selected department chairman
must possess: the degree commonly ac
cepted as terminal in his/her field; hold
the rank of associate or full professor;
have at least four years experience as a
regular full-time faculty member at an

accredited institution; have a good re
cord of teaching, research (scholarship,
performances or exhibitions) and ser
vice.

Page 10
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'Fear and Loathing' with (of) Hunter
By Jim Crosby
Spinnaker Photo Editor

On April 12, Dr. Hunter S. Thompson
appeared on campus at the University of
North Florida, complete with his trade
mark cigarette holder and a chilled bot
tle of Chivas Regal Scotch. Thompson,
the creator of “gonzo journalism”, was in
rare form as he fielded questions from
the audience ranging from his harrowing
experiences in a Mini-Moke on the island
of Grenada to the goings on of political
campaigns and the Pulitzer divorce case.
Thompson, who was almost sober,
gave his assessments of the current poli
tical situation, including the 1984 Presi
dential Campaign and the various foibles
of politicos past and present. On former
president Jimmy Carter; “he was a
fool” On the combined subject of Gary
Trudeau (a popular cartoonist who im
mortalized Thompson in the character of
“Uncle Duke”) and Edwin Meese III
(President Reagan’s counselor) “I’ve got
two hooks, and Γd like to hang both of
them out — one for Meese and one for
that little fart Trudeau.”
In further reference to Edwin Meese,
Thompson said that “I’d like to think that
that goddamn, lowlife, vile son-of-a-bitch
is of no redeeming value to his office, to
his home, to a subway — none at all.”
Thompson appeared as a result of the
combined efforts of the University Plan
ning Committee and SGA. Thompson was
paid a reported $3450 plus hotel and meal
expenses for his visit. Those expenses
may have included the bottle of Chivas
Regal on stage and champagne in
Thompson’s hotel room — items speci
fied by his contract.
As reported in an earlier Spinnaker re
port, some confusion developed between
SGA personnel regarding the existence
or lack of a contract between Thompson
and UNF. Confusion was evident again
during the wait for Thompson to arrive
at UNF because at 8:30 p.m., the listed
time for his stage appearance, Thompson
was no-where in evidence. A check with
various SGA representatives at the pro
gram revealed that they did not know
where Thompson was either.
Further, neither Don Thibault, Campus
Life & Housing director, B.J. Haimowitz,
SGA president; or other SGA representa
tives knew who was to meet Thompson
at the airport. It was variously reported
that Bob Fegan, Student Events Co
ordinator, or UNF student and member
of environmental programs Lee Hunter
were to have met Thompson at 4:30 p.m.
at Jacksonville International Airport.
Finally, after keeping the audience
waiting for over an hour, Thompson did
arrive — escorted by Fegan, and he was,
as he said, “fashionably late.” This was
due to a two-hour lay-over in the airport
bar, drinking double margaritas, accord
ing to Dorreen Daly, Public Relations.
But this was not the last of the prob
lems with the program. The microphones
set up for the use of the audience did not
work The lights in the auditorium were
not adjusted to Thompson’s liking, and
several minutes were spent finding
someone who could operate the lighting
system. Instead of an orderly speaking
list, questions originated at random from
the audience. This form of questioning
worked fine until it degenerated into ran
dom remarks shouted at Thompson from
an increasingly out-of-control audience.
In spite of the functional problems
with the program, Thompson’s actual
comments were typically ascerbic, espe
cially when related to the current politi
cal campaigns. Thompson spoke at great
length on Rev. Jesse Jackson’s candida
cy in the 1984 Presidential election.
Thompson, responding to Rev. Jackson’s
alleged threats against the lives of re
porters said,"Sure, we should threaten
the life of a different reporter every
week Then a few should disappear from
time to time, to show up several months
later in Atlantic City or somewhere with
brain damage.” Thompson also com
pared Jackson’s statement that New
York was “Hymietown” with former
President Carter’s remarks regarding
“ethnic purity”. “Well, it was dumb, but
we were just sitting around Jimmy’s liv
ing room joking — I mean, what was I

Contracts
and bids
workable

supposed to do? Go over to the dinner ta
ble, grab a knife and stab him? Right.
Here I’ve gained the trust of the family
and then Γm supposed to let him have it
in his living room?”
Thompson recently spent nearly six
weeks in Palm Beach covering the Pulit
zer divorce case. Thompson said that in
Palm Beach “There’s life in the slow
lane, life in the fast lane, but down there
it’s life in the dark lane — I mean these
people are serious weird. Here you have
a case where $441,000 are marked (in the

From page 9
company is also required. “This bond is
for the total amount of the project,” said
Bear.” “The performance of terms, job
completion, money for materials and labor, are all covered . . . a company has
to have a good track record to get this
bond and be financially solvent,” he said.
Recently a contractor doing expansion
work on Bldg. Five went bankrupt after
commencing work. The contract ws ter
minated, the bonding company selected
another contractor to finish the job, and
the bonding company paid a $6,000 differ
ence.

In further reference to Edwin Meese,
Thompson said that “I’d like to think that
that goddamn, lowlife, vile son-of-a-bitch
is of no redeeming value to his office, to
his home, to a subway — none at all.”

Pulitzer financial statement) for miscel- _
laneous. That’s not for boat upkeep,
which was $96,000, or for food or clothing.
That’s just unaccounted funds. That’s in
credible.”
In referring to his recent exploits cov
ering the U.S. invasion of the island of
Grenada, Thompson said that story was
“the most fun I’ve had since Saigon.”
Thompson was not impressed with the in
vasion, however. “A bunch of newsmen
with baseball bats could have taken that
island,” said Thompson.

Photo by Jim Crosby

Hunter Thompson strikes a
typical profile at Theatre 14.
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UNF Career service award goes to Holland
By Jocelyn W. Griffo
Spinnaker Managing Editor

June Holland, a Career Service secre
tary in the department of Business Ad
ministration, received the Outstanding
Career Service Employee of the Year
award Wednesday, April 11. She is but

one of the 300 employees at the Universi
ty of North Florida whose jobs entail ev
erything from maintaining a well
groomed campus, to organized-forresearch library, or a reserved location
for a club meeting.
Holland was selected by a group com
posed of 17 faculty and two other clerical
personnel, and received received $100
cash prize, a personal plaque and a spot
on a permanent plaque which will record
the names of all who receive the award
in years to come.
According to the nomination form,
Holland gave “extra effort . . . to keep
the activities of the department operat
ing smoothly” after the department
chairperson took a leave of absence to
assume other responsibilities. She also,
according to the nomination, handles one
of the largest departments with the help
of two other secretaries and a number of
student assistants.

“The whole department of Business
Administration recommends her for spe
cial recognition not only for her past con
tributions to its morale and productivity

but also for the very special contribu
tions that she made this year,” the nomi
nation concluded.

Beating out two other nominees for the
award, Holland was chosen based on sev
eral levels of criteria, including her will
ingness to make contributions to the Uni
versity and its community over and
above her job duties. Also included was
her active participation in the Career
Service Association.
She is a Career Service representative
to the Constitutional Revision Committee
which met early last year to review, rec
ommend changes and revise the Univer
sity’s primary governance document. She
is also a member of the UNF Constitu
tional Jurisdiction Committee.

After receiving the award, Holland
said the whole affair was a “fantastic
surprise,” and that she was grateful and
astounded at the recognition.
Holland came to UNF in 1979 in the de
partment of finance, insurance and real
estate — now known as the Department
of Business Administration, and the larg
est department in the College of Busi
ness. She has work for various govern
ment agencies, including the North Caro
lina State Agency Extension Service, the
Highway Patrol and Ft. Bragg in Fayettville, N. C.

She is married and the mother of three
children, one, Jennifer, is a UNF student.

Photo by Jim Crosby, Photo editor

June Holland, Outstanding Career Service Employee of the Year

OPEN MON. - SAT. 10 A.M. - 9 RM.
SUNDAYS 12:30-5:30
VISA Master Ch. Amer. Express

STUDENTS

clearing

house

ARE YOU JOB HUNTING?
If you are, you need a
professionalIy prepared resume!
Since 1962 preparing resumes has been our business. We
are the Nation’s Largest Resume Service. We know that
ten seconds is all the consideration the average
resume gets during the first critical screening.
Because of this, your resume must sell your most
marketable skills fast and hard.

OUR UNIQUE STUDENT RESUME
PROGRAM INCLUDES:

•Personal conferences with a professional counselor.
•Expert analysis of your background, experience and
career goals.
•An effective, creatively written and designed resume
that will highlight your personal qualifications and
most marketable skills.
•Free job search and interviewing techniques which will
give you a competitive edge.
•50 custom-printed copies of your personally designed
resume.

CALL 398-BEST
BEST
RESUME SERVICE,
INC
4080 WOODCOCK DR. SUITE 133
KOGER EXECUTIVE CENTER
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32207

We’re Celebrating
Spring!
ENTIRE
SPRING STOCK

20%
75% OFF.
Fabulous name brand
items arriving daily!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dresses ∙ Swimwear
Sportswear ∙ Coordinates
Jackets ∙ Shorts/Tops
Jeans/Pants ∙ Rompers
Sleepwear ∙ Lingerie
Accessories ∙ And More!

USE OUR CONVENIENT
LAY-AWAY
PLAN!
•Platka/Agalea Plaza
•Brunswick Lanier Plaza
•Highland Square/Dunn Avenue
•Normandy Lane Plaza
•Cedar Hills Shopping Center
•St. Augustine/Anastasia Blvd.
•1261 S. 3rd St. Jacksonville Beach
•Corner Beach Blvd/Parental Home Rd
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Osprey Bottoms out
in UNFelections

EDITORIAL & OPINION
Letter from the
managing editor

Commentary
Well! It has come down to this:
goodbye, so long, auf weidersehen,
adieu! This is the final issue
for the semester — and the
last of 18 issues under
the current managing editor.
As she walks away from
the computer terminals, the
layout and paste up boards,
the endless editing of copy,
the ink smudges, and the
nightmare of deadlines,
she feels a curious
stop-and-go mixture of re
lief and remorse, fire and ice, envy and magnanimity.
How did a student like me, whose only interest was in reading liter
ature and writing fiction wind up in a job like this? How did I get to
be such a battlefield general, marshaling my forces to document, doc
ument, document? Get it on the record. Get both sides of the issue. Be
fair. Be bold. Be objective. Stick to high principles. Credibility, cred
ibility, credibility!
It made me a better journalist. It made me a better American. Be
fore my tenure on The Spinnaker, I took for granted the freedoms in
tended in the First Amendment of the Constitution. I never bothered
with the principle behind the Fourth Estate’s watchdog function.
Something else unexpected happened — a certain alone-ness. In the
textbooks it’s labeled professional objectivity that protects against
bias. A journalist meets hundreds of people, absorbs countless details
through observation of a society that parades its wardrobe of expecta
tions as well as its soiled laundry. Thus, in the pursuit of Spinnaker
business, I stood outside myself and saw another me moving inside
and out, through and around the university, intoxicated by the intima
cy of knowing us intimately.
Now it’s over. I leave taking with me all the fullness of the experi
ence. Thank you — all of you.

Graduating student says
UNF is like "real world"
By Kathy Teague
Special to The Spinnaker

The countdown began last January at
G (graduation) minus about 120 days.
Now, in two more weeks (G-14), I’ll final
ly be able to don that $200 class ring that
my dad refuses to let me wear.
He says I haven’t earned it yet. I could
say a few things about that too, but he is
the one who shelled out the $200, and I do
want to wear the thing someday, so for
now, Γm not saying a word.
Yep. In two more weeks I’ll be able to
take my B.A. and run. That saying has
been running through my head like a bro
ken record lately. But the more I hear it,
the more I begin to wonder — from what
and to where am I running?
Some say that the four years I’ve spent
with my nose stuck in college texts were
a waste of precious time. I’ve heard that
the protective surroundings of academia
can never compare to what the “real
world” will teach me. Γm asked “what do
daily droning lectures, all night mid-term
cram sessions and last minute term pa
pers have to do with ‘real life’?”
I can’t answer them. Real World 2022
was offered during one of the summer
terms, and if there’s one thing four years
in college has taught me, it’s to take off
from summer terms like a rocket except
in dire emergencies.
But I do know that although college
life is just a safe, tamed microcosm (I
learned that word in Soc 1300) of the big,
bad “real world,” I have learned more
than I ever thought possible about the
subject that I have studied, and most im
portantly, I have learned about myself:
my strengths and weaknesses, my likes
and dislikes.
These past four years are just about
the only time in my life that I’ll have ei
ther the time or the mental ability to
learn both simultaneously. I’ve heard
somewhere, an Oil of Olay commercial
perhaps, that it’s all downhill at 25 (didn't
it used to be 30?), so Γm cramming all
the education I can into these deteriorat
ing brain cells while Γm still young and
my father is still willing to foot the bill.
In order to last through four years of
college, each progressively harder, more
complex and indigestible than the last,
students must first learn to find their
strengths and weaknesses and then they
must find a way to make their weakness
es less pronounced and their strengths
stronger. It is only within the college
community that green neophytes just out
of high school can gain experience and

learn without wrecking a billion dollar
corporation within the first week of gain
ful employment.
Possibly the most important decision
in a person’s life is made when she enters
college. She must choose what she wants
to do with her life. It’s nothing to be tak
en lightly, because if the wrong selection
is made, the person pays for it with inter
est (or lack of it) by getting stuck in a
job that was never meant for her.
The first two years of my college ca
reer were spent struggling to acquaint
myself with the “basic” principles of
marketing, logistics, statistics, macro
(and let’s not forget micro) economics
among other sparkling gems of the busi
ness world. It’s a miracle I lasted that
long. I started out with a GPA of 3.2 and
ended up with . . . none of your business,
but suffice it to say that IBM was never
going to break my door down. They say
that numbers talk; mine were letting out
a blood-curdling scream. In high school I
was an A-B student and I had no reason
to believe it would be anything but more
of the same through college. But I was
wrong and finding that out hurt badly.
I had to grow up and face facts quick
ly, as my sanity threatened to take a per
manent leave of absence. For once, I had
to think about myself, what I was good at
and what I wanted to do. I changed ma
jors, and for the first time in a long time
learning became fun again. Now my
GPA is back to within a fraction of re
spectability and my paranoia has
changed into a semblance of confidence.
I know my dad would be happier if I
walked away from grduation ceremonies
with a business degree in hand; I would
be too. But he did look pretty proud when
I made the Dean’s list last semester.
Maybe the “real world” wil give me
money and a Mercedes someday, but for
now, I have peace of mind and an under
standing of my aspirations and my limi
tations. And in order to gain that, I have
worked just as hard, experienced just as
much pressure, and failed at just as
many serious and meaningful ventures
as any ulcerized go-getter out there in
the real world.
I don’t know . . . maybe I shouldn’t run
to or from anything or anyplace. I could
check for some grad courses this sum
mer, er . . . fall. A Master’s degree looks
mighty pretty on a resume. I’ve got the
time, my dad’s bank account is still pret
ty healthy, and I think I just felt another
brain cell wander off into oblivion . . .
maybe ΓU just stay right here a while
longer!
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Osprey Sports
Athletics Update
UNF Scholarship Night
The Varsity Club is sponsoring UNF
Scholarship Night on Thursday, June 7, at
-Wolfson Park this year. The Jacksonville
Suns will play the Greenville Braves at
7:00 p.m. preceded by a softball game by
the UNF Students against the Faculty.
Admission for students is $3.00,good for 2
adults and up to 2 children. General ad
mission is $6.00 for 2 adults and up to 2
children. It is also 25¢ beer night. All pro
ceeds for the event will go to the UNF
Athletic Scholarship Fund. The goal this
year is $5000.
Golf Team Highlights
The UNF golf teams have competed in
two tournaments said Athletic Director,
Bruce Grimes and have “been competi
tive.” In their first tournament they
placed fourth out of six teams and in the
second they placed seventh out of eight

teams
The teams this year have been made
up of students currently enrolled on cam
pus said Grimes. Next year, with both
coaches now actively recruiting, Grimes
believes that they will be “very compet
itive.”
Cross Country Team Recruiting
Bob Symons has signed two national
champions from FJC to the cross coun
try team next year and is currently re
cruiting on campus for the cross country
team as well as the track team, which
will begin at UNF next year, 1984-85.
UNF Track Team
The UNF track team ran in the FJC Run
for Starsmeet on April 7. Donna Symons
placed second in the 400, Lamar Knight
placed fifth in the 1500 and ran his per
sonal best at 3:57.8 and Alvin White
placed third in the 100 with a time of 10.9
seconds.

Intramural coach, program
to underdo radical change
By Jocelyn W. Griffo and Candi Preston
Staff writers

When Intramurals Director Mike Ar
gento presented his budget request for
1985 to the Student Government Associa
tion March 14, he had no idea the Senate
planned to merge intramurals with Cam
pus Life and Housing under Don Thi
bault, he said.
In one of its swifter political actions,
SGA passed by unanimous consent a mo
tion to move intramurals, lock, stock and
barrel to Bldg. 14 by the end of June 30,
leaving Argento, whose annual salary is
$19,500, without a program and a budget.
Included in the 1985 budget’s provision
ary language is the recommendation that
would move the “responsibility for the of
fice of Intramurals to the office of Cam
pus Life and Housing in Building 14.”
Any and all budget recommendations
may be vetoed by University of North
Florida President Curtis L. McCray. The
new budget will take effect July 1.
Argento refused to speculate whether
he might be reassigned in the intercolle
giate athletic program, but he did point
out his official title is Administrative As
sistant to the Athletic Director.
When asked why SGA moved in this
manner, Argento again refused to com
ment for the record but his intense and
cautious answers say a lot. Intercolle
giate Athletics Director Brace Grimes
said the reason for the SGA action was
“not clear to me because it didn’t initiate
from my office . . . my understanding is
that a number of students felt the intra
mural program was not being utilized to
the best of the student interest.
“If the students are going to support an
athletic fee they want to have the right to
have a stronger voice in intramurals,” he
said.
Although he claims he has no knowl
edge of specific complaints against the
way the program has been run, he said
“An intramural program should be a pro
gram that is active and one that is
student-based . . . if we have not done
that well, it needs to be done well.”
SGA Senator Peggy Johnson was open
ly critical of the way the program has
been run. “The intramurals program has
been run poorly. It has not brought peo
ple together. The bowling tournament
was handled poorly . . . I believe intra
murals should be located closer to the
students. Bldg. 14 is the center of activity

for students on this campus.”
B. J. Haimowitz-Brown, SGA president,also was critical. She claimed the per
sonnel at the fieldhouse lacked training
and that there “was no intramural pro
gram this year as far as I can see.” Say
ing Argento came to SGA with a budget
request of $20,000, she said, “For what?
Intramurals lacked efficient manage
ment of the students’ money this year.”
Thibault, who will be in charge of the
intramurals program after the move, did
not entirely agree with Haimowitz. “I
don’t think it’s a question of mismanage
ment. I think it’s just that students want
ed to know where their money was being
spent.”
Argento said he presented two budg
ets. One was for Other Personnel Ser
vices (OPS) for fieldhouse personnel,
miscellaneous fieldhouse overhead ex
penses, awards, athletic equipment and
repairs to equipment and two special
events to be held each Fall and Spring,
which amounted to $23,644. He said he
hoped to increase the hours of operation
by one hour each day for four days a
week and on Sunday.
The second budget was for sports
clubs and included $2500 to start a bowl
ing club, and travel monies for the soc
cer, sailing and softball clubs.
Both Haimowitz and Johnson maintain
Argento, in the budget presentation,
could not tell how many students be
longed to these clubs and how many
were now students at UNF.
Until McCray makes his move one
way or the other, all the parties in dis
agreement do have one thing in common
— no one will say what the future plans
are for the intramurals program and Ar
gento’s job.
“I can’t react to something when I
haven’t been officially notified,” Argento
said.
“I’m not sure where it’s going from
here,” Thibault said. “There’s been some
talk about rearranging the whole office
structure. It’s just talk. In SGA there has
n’t been any plans put forth by anyone.”
Thibault says incoming freshmen and
residence halls will demand programs
that involve a lot of students and that a
good intramural and recreational pro
gram including the nature trails and lake
(presently under Thibault’s supervision)
See Argento, page 14

Tennis team, player No. 1
by coaches association poll
Jane Fletcher ranked # 1 in the nation
By Candi Preston
Spinnaker News Editor

The University of North Florida’s
womens tennis team and team member
Jane Fletcher were ranked first in the
nation last week in a poll by the Interna
tional Tennis Coaches Association
(ITAC). The men’s team was ranked
sixth with team members Rob Hardin
ranked 15th and Jorge Suazo 31st.
“I’m very pleased,” said Leo Vorwerk,
head tennis coach. “After all this is only
our first year in competition.”
Bruce Grimes, director of athletics,
said, “I think they’re just great. They’re
awesome.”
Both teams traveled out of state for
eight days of matches over Spring Break.
The women had a 6 — 1 record and the
men were 5 — 2. Vorwerk said, “The men
fell a little flat at the end of the trip.” He
said they would need a solid win over
Jacksonville University to get back up
again.
The men’s team met JU on April 9 and
beat them 5—4, bringing their total re

cord for the year to 29 — 7.
The women’s team came off the road
trip and beat Flagler College, which is
ranked sixth in the ITCA poll, 5 — 4,
bringing their record for the year to 29 —
6.
The teams played their final matches
of the year before the District Champion
ships this past weekend but results were
not available at press deadline.
Vorwerk said, “Both districts (men
and women) will be very tough to get out
of. We will have to play very well to get
out of our district.” Vorwerk said that
“Ours is probably one of the top two
strongest districts in the United States.”
“We feel like both of our teams will do
well at nationals. The womens team has
to be considered one of the favorites at
the national tournament,” said Vorwerk
“Not the favoritebut definitely one of the
favorites.”
The Men’s District Championships are
being held in Barry, Ga. on May 5 and 6.
The Women’s are in St. Augustine May 11
and 12.

After years of planning —
athletic facilities to be built
By Candi Preston
Spinnaker News Editor

Construction is soon to begin on the
athletic facilities which have been in the
planning stages for many years, accord
ing to Bruce Grimes, director of athletics
at the University of North Florida. This
summer a baseball diamond, two softball
fields, a soccer field and an Olympic
swimming pool will be constructed in an
area behind the fieldhouse.
The swimming pool will be 50 meters
long by 25 yards wide with eight lanes.
Located at the deep end of the pool will
be two — one meter and two — three me
ter diving boards.
The architect for the pool is George
Fisher & Associates of Jacksonville.
They have also been named the architect
for the gymnasium.
Fisher is currently drawing up the
blueprints for the gymnasium. When fin
ished, they will be presented to the uni
versity for approval. The university will
then submit the plans to the state Legis
lature for approval of construction funds.
Those funds are currently scheduled
for the academic year 1986-87 but the uni
versity is planning to ask for them in
1985-86, said Grimes.
The fieldhouse will be undergoing ren
ovations this summer, according to
Grimes. Plans have not been finalized
yet, but tentative plans call for men’s and
women’s intercollegiate locker rooms to
be constructed in the present checkout
area of the fieldhouse. The checkout area
will be moved to a 12 foot by 23 foot sec
tion in the workout room.
Students have voiced concern that in
tercollegiate athletics is trying to take
over facilities designated for student use.
Grimes said that is not the case. Students
will not be losing any space because the
area now taken up by the Ping Pong ta
ble in the fieldhouse will be opened up
when the table is moved to the Campus
Life and Housing Building.
“It’s a compromise,” said Grimes, “it’s
not the best use of space for athletics. It’s
not the best use of space for instruction

or intramurals but it’s a livable compro
mise until we have the gymnasium.”
The most positive thing that is happen
ing in athletics right now is the fund
drive for the proposed tennis facility.
The tennis facility will cost $530,000
and is being funded totally from private
donations, said Grimes. It will be com
posed of thirteen tennis courts, twelve
courts plus a stadium court, all of which
will be lighted. The cost also includes a
building that will house the coaches of
fices, storage, check-in and check-out,
the PA system and the locker — weight
area.
The money is being raised by the Var
sity Club. When the goal is reached, the
Varsity Club will give the tennis facility
to the university as a gift, said Grimes.
The club has taken on this project, said
Grimes, because of a study that was done
in 1978 of students, faculty, staff and
alumni. Every group, independent from
the other groups, said that the sport that
they were most interested in either as a
participant or spectator was tennis. This
was the one project that had the total in
terest of those four groups.
Grimes said that if the university were
to seek state funding for the facility, they
wouldn’t stand a chance of getting it ap
proved before 1988.
Right now the Varsity Club has verbal
pledges for four of the thirteen courts
and are confident they will have the fifth
within the next two weeks.
Grimes said that the facilities will be
for the students, faculty and staff as well
as the community.
The present six tennis courts will re
main for recreation tennis.
Because some of the commitments
that have been made take effect January
1985, ground breaking will not take place
until that date at the earliest, said
Grimes.
Grimes said that the fact that this is
taking place with community funding is
very exciting. “I think it is a tremendous
project,” said Grimes. “I’ll love to see it
completed.”
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Carter: counselor-teacher
People more important than acadamia
By Emily Campbell
Spinnaker Columnist

After 11 years as Director of Counsel
ing Services at the University of North
Florida, Dr. Travis A. Carter has re
turned, at his request, to his first love —
teaching.
As associate professor of psychology,
he throws in a little philosophy, a little
logic, a little sociology and a few other
surprises along with his psychology
course.
The name of the game is to learn how
to reason. “I’m not nearly as interested
in giving the answers as to leading the
student to do this, to ask questions we all
have to deal with — and he/she arrives
at a personal meaningful answer through
a rational process of learning how to rea
son, then make his/her decision — that’s
an education.”
Carter nurtures his students. He gives
them opportunities to wrestle with learn
ing how to learn; learning how to live.
“Everyone has an implicit philosophy of
life that influences their decisions and
their life choices. One of my major goals
is to help that student make the implicit
explicit.”
Carter believes in a Jacksonian de
mocracy — an educated electorate. The
public schools, by providing all kinds of
education for our citizens, is permitting
us — in these times of change — to con
tribute to maintaining our democracy
which he believes is the greatest in the
world.
“As corrupt as it is, it is still the best,”
he says.
“When segregated academies sprouted
up in the 60’s, it was because so many
people did not want their children to go
to school with the general population —
not only blacks but poor whites. If ever
the poor whites and the poor blacks are
able to socialize, they’ve got to learn to

communicate.” That puts him in conflict
with private schools. He believes a lot of
them are “snob” acadmies and that they
“sometimes believe some aspect of cul
ture is not worth passing on.”
If society is going to last, culture must
be passed on “in toto.” The schools, says
Carter, are supported by society to as
sure the acculturation of the young. “Cul
ture can no longer be left to families or
to extended families. When we find a ma
jor segment of our society that is denying
a significant part of our culture, we are
dealing with a cultural gap. The danger
to our country today can best be handled
by our public schools. That danger repre
sents passing along the heritage of de
mocracy to the young Everyone has the
right to human rights, free enterprise,
the training of a marketable skill.”
Carter came to UNF in 1972 because it
is “an open door university.” He has a
high regard for academia, but a higher
regard for people. “Everyone has the
right to try,” he says, “but that doesn’t
mean I believe in tokenism. Together —
that’s the role of schooling. Not only re
ceiving schooling, but being integrated
into society in such a way that each of us
can share the wealth of the society. Oth
erwise, we can forget about communism,
and the other outside threats, because
the seeds of revolution are going to be in
style here if social classes are created
according to education.”
Carter has always had a keen curiosity
about everything, which prevented him
from focusing on a narrow area. His ex
periences from childhood through a vari
ety of disciplined studies as an under
graduate (he has degrees in both philoso
phy and theology); as director of youth
camps; pastor in a small town which
gave him a lot of experience with people,
both rich and poor, and also with govern
ment processes that go on in a communi
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Dr. Travis A. Carter has returned to teaching, his first love.
ty; to private counseling which he says is
as “broad as life”; to teaching from the
level of secondary schools, undergradu
ate and graduate. He has also been in

Argento may lose position after SGA
action removes budget, facilities
From page 13
will consolidate all the available activi
ties under one office. “It will also give us
a better idea of utilization. “We’re also
talking about a major addition to the stu
dent life center within the next three or
four years. So in light of that and with the
residence halls coming, we need to col
lect these programs together.”
Argento threw a new light on the mat
ter, however, when he pointed out that
there are what he calls three divisions of
intramurals — 1) extra-mural activities
which involves competitions against oth
er schools; 2) intramurals on campus;
and 3) recreation for groups or individu
als. Any or all of these divisions may
form sports clubs for their particular ac
tivity and the funds will have to come

from SGA’s Club Coordinating Commit
tee (if intramurals is moved to Campus
Life and Housing).
The process imposed by CCC on ac
cess to funds will inhibit their function
ing, says Argento, and because sports
clubs tend to be more extra-mural than
intra-mural, they are unusually costly.
Sports clubs, for example, could be base
ball, softball, volleyball, soccer and bowl
ing and need uniforms, equipment, travel
and food expenses. In addition, he argues,
sports clubs tend to be seasonal activi
ties. “They come and go . . . they don’t
fit in [like other social clubs funded by
CCC] . . . and if a disturbance happens
on the field [during competition] who
from CCC is going to run out and settle
it?” Argento asked.

Thanks for the memories
This is pay special recognition to those
members of The Spinnaker staff and oth
ers who have contributed their training
and talents, advice, and guidance to the
production of the newspaper.

Mike Goldman, general advisor and re
spected friend for countless hours of di
rection, advice, support and his witty cri
tiques, which came to be known inside
our circle as “Goldman-isms.”
Joe Palmer, now reporting for The
Bradenton Herald, who served as News
Editor and practical joker for two super
semesters. Who can forget the fire
alarm, the flood, the “yellow banana”
and “Justin’Jest”?
Donna Bellamy, who served as report
er and News Editor, and whose loyalty
and support made the final semester pal
atable and who never missed a deadline.
Emily Campbell, who knows every
body and, well, probably everybody
knows her. A sweet, warm, and social la

dy who sat in Goldman s ‘Advanced Jour
nalistic Writing’ class and vowed she’d
never write another word if she just
passed his course.
Chan Bliss, Linda Willcox and Jim
Crosby, photo editors, who poured hours
of themselves into arranging photo ses
sions, developing film and prints and who
never seemed to tire of “I want LOTS of
pictures and BIGGER pictures.” .
John Beatty, editorial cartoonist and
comic strip creator. A modest and ex
traordinarily talented artist who I ex
pect will have a national reputation
someday. Thanks for being so reliable,
John.
Sid Gray, who served as News Editor
and lovable worry-wart whose favorite
expression stills rings in our ears, “We’ve
got a problem.” He also created a versa
tile layout sheet which will be used for
many years by future staffs.
Candi Preston, who volunteered this
last semester to work as co-News Editor

Grimes also said there have been a
number of unrealistic expectations on
what is expected from an intramural pro
gram based on our campus. The lack of
facilities and “our very minimal budget,”
he said, “make it difficult to maintain an
active and visible intramural program
when you’re a 100-percent commuter
campus.”
Visibility on campus may have averted
the action taken by SGA, according to
Thibault. When SGA senators questioned
his budget requests answers were avail
able immediately because both organiza
tions occupy the same building. “We’re
real visible, whereas something like in
tramurals — particularly if it’s off on the
other end of campus — that just helps
build mistrust,” said Thibault.

Comment
with Donna and has been cheerful, in
spite of the workload.
Kathy Ganas, wonderful Kathy, who
gave 100 percent of herself to being Ad
vertising Manager, while learning adver
tising design, layout, and paste up and
never stopped smiling.
Ransom McClung and Lou Gruninger,
Business Managers — it was grand to
turn over the business matters to these
two competent gentlemen and forget to
worry about that side of the newspaper.
Professor Bill Roach, Chairman Al Til
ley, Dr. Gary Harmon, Professor Dave
Porter who gave much support and guid
ance as well as free rein.
Anne Kachergus, secretary to Lan
guage & Literature, about whom we all
agree — “if you want anything done in
that department, go see Dr. Kachergus!”
Bob Cocoanougher, who cheerfully vol
unteered to design our Spinnaker mast
head and gave us other graphic sugges
tions.

volved in the war on poverty and the
peace corps.
Instead of going to college near his
home (Waycross, Georgia) as his parents
wanted him to do, he went to school in Il
linois where he enrolled in a work-study
program for five years. His classes were
in the mornmg. His work hours were in
the afternoon, in a factory. The school
was a liberal arts college, and he had
plenty of opportunities to question philo
sophical truths and universal questions.

Poet Meinke
to visit UNF
By Spinnaker Staff
Trying to Surprise God” is the title of
the most recent book of poetry (1981) au
thored by poet Peter Meinke, who will
give readings from his poems at the Uni
versity of North Florida Saturday, April
21. Open and free to the public, the event
will be held at the Boathouse beginning
at 2 p.m.
Meinke’s visit to UNF was initiated by
Dr. William Slaughter, Language and Lit
erature department, who also is hosting
the poet during his stay.
Meinke is currently director of a writ
ing workshop at Eckerd College in St. Pe
tersburg and has numerous appoint
ments, awards and grants to his credit.
He has authored children’s books, Very
Seldom Animals and The Legend of Lar
ry The Lizard; short stories, articles for
such prestigious and diverse magazines
as The Atlantic, The New Republic, The
New Yorker, The Nation, Poetry, Sports
Illustrated, Yankee, Redbook, Virginia
Quarterly Review, and Georgia Review.
He has written at least nine anthol
ogies and one book of criticism, has been
a Fulbright senior lecturer at the Univer
sity of Warsaw, Poland, and in 1983 re
ceived the O’Henry Award for “The
Ponoes.”
He earned his doctorate from the Uni
versity of Minnesota, has taught at Ham
line University in St. Paul, Minn, and was
Poet-In-Residence during the winter
term of 1981 at Hamilton College, Clinton,
New York.
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Earth Musicfest 1984
Earth Musicfest, held annually at the University of North Florida, once again
proved to be a fun-filled event for all who attended. The crowd, although slightly more
conservative and definitely more diminished than in the past, relaxed along the banks
of Lake Oneida and strolled past tables set up by UNF's clubs and organizations, en
joying live music, food, canoe rides and games.
Many of the visitors took in the full day of activities and brought chairs, blankets
and coolers. Even children (and some adults) attending joined in the fun by having
their faces painted by the university's fine arts students. All in all, the Earth Music
fest was the perfect way to spend a leisurely Saturday afternoon.
Photos by Jim Crosby, Photo editor
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Clubs, etc.
Zeta Day Celebration
Recently, members of Zeta Tau Alpha
attended the Zeta Day Celebration in
Tallahassee. Not only did they get to
meet Zetas from around the state, they
received the Scholastic Achievement
award. As a chapter service project, ZTA
also helped with the Special Olympics.
Tirado Wins SCJA Award
The Student Criminal Justice Association
of UNF is proud to announce Manuel
Tirado has won the Association’s award
for submitting the best logo. A $25 cash
prize was awarded to Mr. Tirado.
The SCJA will meet April 16 at 3:00
p.m. in Building 11. All interested stu
dents are cordially invited regardless of
major. Further information may be ob
tained by contacting Dr. Chris Rasche,
CJ office, Building 11.
Attn. Phi Theta Kappans:
A big THANK YOU to all volunteers who
helped with the White House Conference
on Education and the Legislative Brunch.
Special thanks to Vernon Johnson for all
the man-hours he put in. Also many
thanks to all who helped with the UNF
Earth Musicfest. You all did a fantastic
job!
Next meeting will be Saturday April 21
at 6:30 p.m. in the Red Room of Building
14. The evening will include initiation of
new members and election of officers for
,84-,85. Reception following; bring your
favorite wine. The chapter will provide
the cheese!
Results of the National Convention in
Washington D.C. are: Most Distinguished
Chapter Sponsor — Dr. Henry Moreland,
FJC. Most Distinguished Alumni Chapter
Member — Margie Quintana, UNF. Don’t
forget our annual banquet on May 19, and
UNF Graduation Day May 5 (volunteers
needed to help out). For details call
725-1829. PTK Hugs, Margie Q., Prez
’83’84.

UNF Commodore Club
A Commodore-64 computer users club is
forming at UNF. Initial objectives are:1)
Exchange info with other Commodore-64
users. 2) Obtain Commodore magazines
for the UNF library. 3) Obtain a
Commodore-64 w/printout for club use
on campus. 4) Maintain a public domain
software library, which members may
copy.
UNF faculty, students, staff and
friends are invited to join. For informa
tion regarding the club, contact Dr. J.S.
Huebner, Department of Natural Sci
ences, Building 3, Room 2212, UNF, Jack
sonville, Florida, 32216.

Classified Ads
Margie. Congratulations! We are so
happy and proud of you for being chosen
“Most Distinguished Alumnus” at Nation
al. PTK Hugs — Bill, Margaret, Karen.

Margie. Congratulations for being chosen
“Most Distinguished Alumnus” at Nation
al. You made the chapter proud and your
hard work and enthusiasm for the chap
ter paid off. PTK, IOTA of Florida.
Reward. Lost ladies watch. Gold with
5/11/82 engraved on back. 646-2920 or
715-7441. Please leave message.

Quality typing. State of the art equip
ment; pickup and delivery. Guaranteed.
Please call 641-8363, Karen.
For sale. Land. 15 miles from Key West
on Summerland Key. One block from
ocean, 2 miles off US1, $10,000, or trade.
241-8315 for pool/cash.

Harlequin Great Dane Pup. Female, $100
or swap towards large bird or utility
trailer. 241-8315 p.m.

Expert typing. Careful attention to spell
ing, grammar, punctuation. Near I-95 and
University Blvd. Call 737-5784.

Need Cash? Earn $500+ each school
year, 2-4 (flexible) hours per week plac
ing and filling posters on campus. Serious
workers only; we give recommendations.
1-800-243-6679.

Jocelyn. Thanks for the guidance and
knowledge you have given us this past
year. Without you The Spinnaker would
not possess the high caliber of integrity it
does today. Thank you for a job well
done! The Spinnaker Staff.

Sadie B., Ben D., Lou G.,Freeman W. and
Emmie W: Congratulations and best
wishes on Graduation Day! PTK Hugs,
IOTA of Florida.

JOCELYN. It’s been wonderful having
the opportunity to work with you this
past year. Your dedication and persever
ance to make this paper the best has
been inspiring. The knowledge I’ve
gained through this paper (with your
guidance), is invaluable. Thanks for be
ing a great managing editor, a mentor’
and especially, my friend. Dorma.

Schwinn Traveler 10 spd. Like new, Best
offer. Call Hank at 641-8726.
Typing. Reasonable rates! Please call
737-5775 on Mon-Thurs. Ask for Linda.

Wanted: Persons for fashion and figure
modeling for photo project. Call 6414657.
David Toole.

Planning a Spring Vacation or Honey
moon, or just to get away for relaxation
and to enjoy the scenic sites of the North
Carolina Mountains___ our private
CHALETis high and beautiful, atop the
Blue Ridge Mountains—-reservations,
387-1318; 742-1829.

TYPING BY MICHELLE Free pickup
and delivery on campus. Professional
YET reasonable. 246-0378.

Wanted: Used photographic equipment,
(Bronica ETR-S camerabodies and lens
es, Mamiya R.B.67 Pro-S camera bodies
and lenses, Nikon camera bodies and
lenses), light meters, Hash units, filters
and tripods. Call 641-4657. David Toole.

GENERAL TYPING SERVICES: Re
ports, Theses, Resumes, Correspondence,
Manuscripts, IBM Typewriter. $1.25 ds
page. Call Mrs. Hudson 723-3211 (near Re
gency).

GENERAL TYPING SERVICES: Re
ports, Theses, Resumes, Correspondence,
Manuscripts. IBM Typewriter. $1.25 ds
page. Call Mrs. Hudson 723-3211 (near Re
gency).

CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST
WISHES Don S., Becky F. and Lou G. on
your graduation day. From The Spinna
ker staff.

1976 BLUE TR6 with 6 cy. overdrive,
64,000 miles. Evening only. 241-3869.

FOR SALE: 27 FT. CATALINA SAIL
BOAT. 9.8 OB. Call Judy, 646-2500 or
733-2465
TYPING. Term papers, resumes, and
more. Overnight service available. Near
Hwy. 17 in Orange Park. Call Patty
269-8885.

TYPING. REASONABLE RATES!
Please call 646-2610 on MON-THURS.
from 9:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m. Ask for Lin
da.

Thank you, my husband, for your extra
ordinary patience this past year — for
the support you gave, the hours alone you
endured, the extra costs I incurred which
you paid without mention, the notes you
left on the counter which cheered me
when I came home so very late. No mat
ter how much you may have felt left out
of my life, you were very much a part of
it for I knew who was standing behind
me. You gave me strength. Jocelyn.

